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1.   Message from Key School Bodies
NBCS Principal – Stephen Harris
2016 – another great year! I have a great job because I have the privilege of interacting with
students of all ages every day at school. I especially enjoy seeing curious students explore new ideas
and learning. That curiosity lies at the heart of the learning culture, fueling individual growth and
strength. We are often asked about the learning philosophy at NBCS. A response I give is based
around the notion of the iceberg. We only see just a small part of the wider pedagogic picture.
At NBCS we have deliberately shaped the learning program to be future-focused. We do this so that
our students are continually building on their own capacity to understand, know, apply and create.
Learning is on our minds every minute of every day. Of course, learning does not just happen at
school. We can find information and access knowledge anywhere, anytime, so schools need to
blend the myriad of opportunities available to students.
We want learning to be fun, passionate, deep, authentic, personal, engaging, serious and relevant.
In all that we do at NBCS we seek real life application and to be able to help students grow existing
interests as well as discover new passions. Our well-considered and constantly developing sequence
for learning helps to lead learners on a unique pathway from Kindergarten through to university.
Curriculum pathways and assessment procedures established by the government are crucial and
we see these as our starting point, however we want our learners to go beyond that. A desire for
deep understanding, linked to the opportunity to apply that knowledge more broadly, gives context
to the mandated curriculum as a stepping stone along the pathway to more diverse solutions. We
overlay the curriculum with creative frameworks, each building on another, constantly developing
sequences for learning from Kindergarten through to Year 12.
To achieve these ends we place the students at the centre of the process and our thinking. We
design individual pathways that can progress in such a way that any child, in fact every child, will
grow. We actively shape the learning culture so that it is strong enough to enable all in our
community to be co-creators of their learning journey. We desire that our students grow to be
equipped as leaders of their communities, demonstrating empathy for others and applying their
capacity to create rich solutions to any challenge placed before them.
There are some very interesting new trends in education in NSW. One of those is a very discernible
drift to alternative pathways into university. Around 20% of our graduating Year 12 class were notified
of early entry into their university course. This is not something that happened even five years ago.
Universities are clearly recognizing that the traditional HSC – ATAR pathway into university does not
necessarily identify the right students into the right course.
I encourage parents (and students), to recognise the shifts are real and the pathways through and
beyond schooling are changing. As someone who values the potential in any change to enrich and
grow us as individuals, I encourage parents to recognise the shifting landscape.
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NBCS Board of Directors – Luther Poier, Chairman
2016 has been another great year in the ongoing life of NBCS. It has been a year of growth and
consolidation. The new facility, Manhattan & the City, was in full operation. The intention was always
that this new facility would become the physical ‘heart’ of the campus, drawing together everyone
in the community as needed. NBCS was delighted when the building’s architects were awarded the
2016 National Award for Sustainable Architecture from the Australian Institute of Architects (AIA) for
the Northern Beaches Christian School (NBCS) project. It is worth quoting the architects talk about
both the project and the school, gaining a perspective on the school from people working with the
school:
“We are delighted to win this national award for such a ground-breaking project,” said WMK
Managing Director, Greg Barnett.
“The AIA Awards are highly regarded within the industry, and I’m thrilled that WMK has
received this recognition from our peers,” he added.
NBCS is unique – students learn in flexible indoor/outdoor environments beneath a
spectacular intelligent canopy which generates energy, harvests rainwater, and uses misting
technology to cool the spaces below. In addition, the facility's windows and louvres are
automated to provide ventilation in direct response to climate conditions using a
sophisticated building management system.
“NBCS is a world-leading facility that has changed the paradigm for learning space design,”
said WMK Director and Architect, John Andreas.
“It was been a rare pleasure to work with such an engaged and inspiring client who looked
to push the boundaries of learning environments as well as incorporate so many sustainability
innovations,” John added.
In 2016 the NBCS Board engaged a variety of consultants to assist school leadership. Geoff
Campbell, from Adelante, led a process involving senior leadership and the Board, creating a new
Strategic Operating Plan. Bill Hovey from The Heidegger Practice has also worked with school
leadership on broader strategies of leadership development. Uberbrand, a branding agency
commenced work with the school in November, 2016 as well.
The NBCS Board has been committed to maintaining a healthy balance between the school’s
academic and pastoral goals. The Board appreciates that the school’s mission, Excellence in
Education; Christianity in Action is very evident when visiting the campus. The balance evident within
the wording of this statement is extremely important to our intended connection within the school –
both excellence and Christianity are valued.
The Board’s role has continued as it has for the past decade – providing strategic direction that is
helping enable NBCS to be at the forefront of educational thought, innovation and practice as we
work to provide the best education for students. Our aim is that the School develops young people
who will make a positive impact on the Australian society and become future leaders.

The school’s mission statement: Excellence in Education; Christianity in Action continues to guide the
way as our students have excelled in and outside NBCS. Feedback from the many visitors from
different education jurisdictions within Australia and overseas continues to confirm to us that NBCS is
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focused in the right direction.
The Board has kept its focus on four key aspects of the school’s operation:
ensuring stable governance supports the school’s operation
ensuring that the Christian ethos of the school remains consistent and sharp
ensuring that the school’s academic mission is supported at every level
ensuring that NBCS has its place as a leader in educational excellence and change, as it
seeks to provide education for what will be a very different century.
NBCS remains solidly committed to its original vision and looks forward to supporting the continued
achievements and growth of our students.
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Student Leadership – Tom Woldhuis and Nina Miyashita, School Captains
(on behalf of the 2016/2017 Leadership Team)
Our Student Leadership Team of 2016/17 has looked to create community at NBCS by the doctrine
that if as a (very large!) group, we demonstrate genuine care and invest in the life of the individual
school student, we would end up building a wider atmosphere of togetherness; we show one person
that they are ‘seen’, and we end up with a school cohort who are strengthened by the confidence
they receive from someone taking the time to be a part of their life.
As our team consisted of a large number of leaders, we were able to focus on areas where we
personally felt there was a need. Chaplaincy, Creative and Performing Arts, Sports and specific
grades are areas of focus that leaders were able to invest wholeheartedly in. We wished to inspire
NBCS students by allowing our personal passions to be a part of our visions for the community,
making them all the stronger and more meaningful when fruitful.
The females in our team felt a strong call to connect and engage with the female students in the
Junior high school years. Splitting up into pairs, we’ve been visiting Year 8 and Year 9 girls on
Wednesday and Thursday mornings in their Student Teams. We talk and cover different themes
weekly - time management, relationships - and sometimes there’s games and sweet, edible things
involved. But the real idea behind this initiative was about being present in the girls’ week and
sharing in this season of their life, that ground that we’ve walked before. Our hope was that we
could pass on a little older girl wisdom to the next generation of senior girls as they embark on the
process of discovering what it means to be a woman amidst the chaos of school, and if we could
manage, make some inter-grade friendships too along the way!
Additionally, the Leadership Team carried out frequent activities at lunch times for the boys in our
younger years (Year 9) to model positive culture within their grade. Our team saw a need in this age
group and by keeping them active and involved during lunchtimes, we aimed to create a positive
environment for them to be surrounded in. These activities included running touch football
competitions and dodgeball, where Year 12 Leadership Team members would participate with the
boys to model positive behaviour and leadership. These events were great successes and the boys
were motivated, interested and keen to participate.
Over the course of the year the team has attended events such as Showcase and Parent/Teacher
interviews where we offered our guidance and service to various guests and school families. We
have also been actively involved in serving visitors to the school, bringing in guest speakers to bring
enlightening messages to students, and grade based development meetings where we sought to
bring cohorts together. We have also been in attendance of various afternoon teas with other
schools’ student leaders, giving us opportunities to discuss what student leadership is really about.
As part of our goal to create a positive community within our school, we continued an initiative we
inherited from our previous captains of greeting each student as they walked off the bus. Our aim
was to start their day with a welcome and a smile to create an environment which the students
wanted to be involved in. Overall, our Leadership Team has been very appreciative of the
opportunity to lead our NBCS school community. We have shown great passion and initiative
throughout our times as leaders at NBCS and have enjoyed making an impact in our community.
We are greatly looking forward to utilising the skills we have learnt from our time as leaders in school
into the future.
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2.

Contextual information about the school

NBCS is fully registered and accredited by the NSW Board of Studies and offers courses from
Kindergarten to Year 12 leading to the award of the Higher School Certificate. At census in 2016
there were approximately 1250 students attending the school largely in face to face mode. There
are a few students enrolled in BOSTES-accredited online courses at the Stage 6 level.
Students at NBCS come largely from English speaking families – but there is a growing group who
have arrived as migrants from South Africa. Those students are generally fluent in English, even if
Afrikaans is spoken at home. NBCS has some Indigenous students.
In 2015 a significant new building was opened on campus, enabling everyone in the school
community to come together in both spontaneous and formal ways. Throughout 2016 these spaces
have proven to provide exactly as envisioned and more. The spaces are designed around the
notion that enabling growth in community is critical to building positive relationships within a school.
The spaces of Manhattan and the City have certainly facilitated this growth. Right from the first day,
the spaces have facilitated continual interactions – right in the centre of the school. People do
come to ‘the City’ to meet, chat and eat. There has been a growing number of events at lunchtime
in the City – sometimes jazz or a band, perhaps a film festival or a karaoke competition. The result is a
very evident growth in NBCS community and a comfortable co-existence in the shared spaces, no
matter the age of the students.
Equally important is the new Parkside Science Centre, itself designed to be a highly transparent
space – placing Science right at the visible heart of the school. Staff at NBCS have discussed ways of
increasing participation in the STEM subjects – science, technology, engineering and mathematics.
The Parkside Science Centre should provide growing opportunities to support and promote the
growth of STEM within NBCS. In 2016 planning commenced for another Science facility – the
replacement for the last of the initial blocks built when the school opened in the early 1980s. This new
science facility will take the ideas used in Parkside and extend them. Planning is now at consultant
phase.
Senior students adopted the routines of the Manhattan co-working spaces seamlessly, upstairs in the
new complex. Students are encouraged to consider the best space given the nature of their tasks:
solo, small group, team, silent or in the Treehouse (where people can eat as well). We have
introduced some external people to the space – in exchange for the ability of NBCS students to
observe people in real work situations.
The Executive framework for leadership positions at NBCS is largely built to support the dual focus for
learning (Excellence in Education) and opportunity (Christianity in Action). In 2016 Executive roles
again focused less on individuals with solo responsibilities, but instead were based around leading
teams with specific functions and responsibilities. This shift meant that we witnessed a far greater
energy in supporting and embedding a strong learning ethos and the ability of individuals to
recognise and engage with opportunities.
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School Operation
In 2016, NBCS employed 95 full or part time teachers, supported by around 59 full or part time
ancillary or administrative staff. Its annual budget has an annual turnover of 26.2 million. In 2016,
NBCS, as an independent Christian school, was a member school of the Association of Independent
Schools, NSW.
In Sport, NBCS is a member of the Christian Schools Sports Association (CSSA), The Peninsula
Independent Schools Association (PISA), as well as the Combined Independent Schools (CIS) Sports’
Association.
The NBCS Board meets at least four times per year, operating under a governance model. The NBCS
Board is a well-qualified and visionary team, helping steer the school forward toward greater
excellence – and with a very keen desire to see NBCS become not just a national lighthouse school
for excellence in Christian education, but an internationally recognised centre for excellence in
education – and education with all the strength that comes from clearly articulated Christian values
in practice.
Board Members in 2016 included:
Mr Luther Poier (Board Chair), Professor Rosemary Johnston (Deputy Chair), Mr David Curnow, Mr
Stephen Harris, Mrs Philippa Tyndale, Mrs Emma Yim, Mr Mark Stanley, Mr Peter Low and Mrs Julie
Crabtree.
What is SCIL?
Is SCIL a building? Is it a program? Or maybe a person? SCIL may be associated with those things,
but over the last few years it has become the vehicle through which Northern Beaches Christian
School shares ideas about its innovative learning environment with the outside world.
Pronounced: | skɪl |, it is the acronym for Sydney Centre for Innovation in Learning, where
innovative and creative ideas have expression, and has become synonymous with forward thinking
educational practices that engage and inspire young minds.
As a result, NBCS is internationally recognised for exemplary practices that transform schools and the
ways in which students learn. One notable example has been our developing relationship with
the UK Innovation Unit and its Senior Consultant, David Price. David researched and wrote his
book Open: How we’ll live, work and learn in the future, and SCIL was one of three case studies
highlighted in the book. He wrote:
“SCIL is perhaps what would have happened had Thomas Edison been an educator, rather than an
inventor. A classic commons environment, it serves to ensure that ideas are ‘free range’, brought
into the commons from anywhere in the world, shared and tested among innovative practitioners,
and then sent back out again.”
NBCS has emerged as ‘a teacher of other schools’. Educators from across Australia and around the
world come to learn from NBCS, a school that is implementing change in ways that many would like
to see in their own context.
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2016 Stage 5 Elective Subjects BOS (Lines 1/2)
IST Courses
Information & Software Technology

English Extension
- English Preliminary Extension 1
- English HSC Extension 1 & 2

HSIE Courses
Commerce
History / Geography
History (Elective)

Mathematics
General Mathematics
Mathematics
Mathematics Preliminary Extension 1
Mathematics HSC Extension 1 & 2

Languages Courses
French
TAS and other courses
Design & Technology (Graphics Technology)
Design & Technology (Industrial Design)
Design & Technology (Electronics)
Food Technology
Textiles & Design
Agriculture
Creative Arts Courses
Drama
Music
Visual Arts – Fine Arts
Visual Arts – General Media
Visual Arts – Digital Media
Personal Development, Health & Physical
Education Courses
PDHPE
Physical Activity and Sports Studies
Science
Science

Science
Biology
Chemistry
Earth & Environmental Science
Physics
Human Society and Its Environment
Ancient History
Business Studies
Economics
Geography
History Extension
Legal Studies
Modern History
Society and Culture
Studies of Religion 1
Studies of Religion 2
Technical and Applied Studies
Design and Technology
Engineering Studies
Food Technology
Software Design and Development
Textiles and Design

Elective Line 3 Subjects (Non BOS)
Personal Fitness
Catering
Leadership
Costume Design
Sculpture
Drawing
Senior First Aid
Study-Wise

Creative and Performing Arts
Dance (External)
Drama
Music 1
Music 2
Visual Arts

2016 Stage 6 Courses (Preliminary and HSC)
English
English Advanced
English Standard

Personal Development, Health and Physical
Education
PDHPE
Sport, Lifestyle and Recreation

Languages
French Beginners / French Continuers
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Vocational Education Courses (TAFE
Delivered)
Electro technology
Construction
Tourism, Travel and Events

Business Services
Entertainment
Hospitality
Human Services

NBCS Extra Curricula Music Program
NBCS seeks to offer a broad selection of opportunities for student involvement in music. In 2013 there
were many music performance groups at NBCS including:
Training Band
Concert Band
Wind Orchestra
Primary Chamber Orchestra
Junior Rock Band

Senior Rock Band
Ministry Band
Primary Choir
Woodwind Ensemble

Actions undertaken by the school to promote respect and responsibility
NBCS has a significant focus on promoting respect and responsibility. This is evidenced in:
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Service-based curriculum
Service-based outdoor education activities
Broad-based leadership program
Clear anti-harassment policies
Strong and deliberate pastoral care oversight
An ethos of care and respect

2016 Primary Sport
Primary Sport in 2016 has been an exciting journey for all students as they engaged in a rich, varied
program of valuable learning opportunities both at school and through association sports. We
celebrate our strong representation in CIS trials, where 26 students displayed their sporting expertise
in a range of sports and 5 students were selected for teams. We were also very proud to win the
CSSA State Biathlon/Triathlon event in combination with Secondary and were pleased to have sent
a total of 94 students to CSSA championships throughout the year. We also celebrate the success of
our winning Netball A and B teams and Mixed AFL PISA teams and congratulate the Junior and
Senior Basketball Boys teams and the Senior Girls Futsal and Soccer teams for earning runners up at
CSSA State Gala Days. We sent 4 students to All-state Carnivals and 1 student to the National Cross
Country competition. The strong culture of holistic development at NBCS, which promotes lifelong
learning through co-curricular pursuits, is also evident in the students’ enthusiasm for weekly sporting
learning sessions.

2016 Secondary Sport at NBCS
Another exciting year in sport where we watched our students perform individually and in teams,
break records, achieve personal bests, deal with the highs and lows of competition, exceed their
own expectations, accept defeat and rejoice in victory!
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We introduced three new sports to our representative calendar in 2016, including Futsal, OzTag, Boys
Softball and an additional tournament, Wiburd Shield for our cricketers.
Students competed in Snow Sports, Equestrian, Cycling and Taekwondo Interschools Competition as
well as our local Peninsula Cup Tournament, Zone, CSSA and CIS Gala Days.
Sports Awards Celebrations are a highlight where we come together as a community to share our
journey and recognise the achievements of our athletes. This year we were delighted to have
Callum Mills (Year 12, 2014 and AFL Sydney Swans player) there help us celebrate 2016.
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3.   Student outcomes in standardised national Literacy and Numeracy Testing
In 2016, students at Northern Beaches Christian School participated in NAPLAN testing at Year 3,
Year 5, Year 7 and Year 9 levels.
NBCS uses NAPLAN in order to assess students’ learning and to be able to compare performance
against state and regional benchmarks. NAPLAN results are also studied for the information they
yield on student improvement between tests. Literacy and Numeracy are taught in accordance
with the NSW Board of Studies syllabuses in all Stages.
NAPLAN 2016: TOP 2 BANDS
Number, Patterns & Algebra
NBCS
STATE
Year 3
63%
39%
Year 5
51%
31%
Year 7
46%
31%
Year 9
32%
27%
Grammar and Punctuation
NBCS
STATE
Year 3
75%
53%
Year 5
59%
41%
Year 7
45%
31%
Year 9
28%
22%
Spelling
Year 3
Year 5
Year 7
Year 9

NBCS
64%
37%
37%
24%

STATE
54%
33%
34%
26%

NBCS
63%
22%
22%
11%

STATE
54%
19%
18%
12%

NBCS
73%
53%
54%
34%

STATE
52%
39%
30%
25%

Writing
Year 3
Year 5
Year 7
Year 9
Reading
Year 3
Year 5
Year 7
Year 9
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4.

Student outcomes in the Higher School Certificate examinations

NBCS Higher School Certificate – 2016 Selected Highlights
The end of a year and the beginning of the next is an excellent time to reflect on strengths and
challenges. I am pleased that for the seventh consecutive year, NBCS has increased the
percentage of students gaining a Band 6 in a HSC course. Congratulations to our graduating class
of 2016, of 77 students. NBCS achieved the highest percentage of Band 6 results for any cohort
through the school (90 or higher), with at new higher target of 15% of all results at a Band 6 level for
2017.
Perhaps the most encouraging aspect of the 2016 Year 12 cohort is that 93.5% of those applying for
university positions received first round offers. I am sure that the ever-strengthening positive cultural
disposition towards learning is helping this improvement. Students in Years 11 and 12 in particular are
evidently significantly more engaged and focused than previous cohorts.
NBCS students excelled in a number of areas:
All-rounder list - five band 6 scores (90 or higher) – 1 student
Top ATAR 98.45 and a further 15% of students over 90
NBCS students attained marks in the 90s in the following subjects:
Engineering Studies, Mathematics, Mathematics Extension 1, Software Design and Development,
Music 1, Ancient History, Economics, English (Advanced), English Extension 1, General Mathematics,
Legal Studies, Modern History, History Extension, Design and Technology, Geography, PDHPE, Visual
Arts, Biology, Society and Culture, Textiles and Design.
I am also pleased to note that in all the English courses (Advanced English, Standard English,
Extension 1, Extension 2) and all Mathematics courses (Mathematics, General mathematics,
Extension 1 Mathematics and Extension 2 Mathematics) NBCS students exceeded the state average
statistics in terms of aggregated results in the top three bands.
5.
•  

Senior Secondary outcomes including:
100% of students in Year 12 attaining a Year 12 certificate or equivalent VET qualification.
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6.

Summary of Professional Learning undertaken by teachers during the year
(as defined by the Institute of Teachers Act 2004)

Professional Learning 2016
All members of the teaching staff participated in Professional Development/Learning in 2016 for an
average of 112 hours per teacher.
The average expenditure on Professional Development/Learning per teacher in 2016 was $5775.
Staff participated in a range of Professional Development activities. These included, but were not
limited to:
•  

•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Regular Professional Learning Courses (PLCs) a minimum of 90 individual sessions - scheduled
Professional Development sessions. These courses were organised by NBCS staff and the
majority were facilitated by NBCS team leaders in areas of Professional Development
connected to NSWIT Professional Teaching Standards, key NBCS priorities and leader
identified requirements. Staff choices increased with the introduction of ‘Anywhere/Anytime’
options to create flexibility for uptake PD.
Regular, whole school Professional Development times (PLC+) that focused on the Mission
and Vision of the school as well as WHS issues including First Aid and Child Protection.
Regular (3 hours each term) Executive Professional Development that focuses on developing
the leadership team (PLC+ Exec).
Attendance at a variety of external in-service courses and conferences (around 80 events),
both as participants and as presenters.
Participation in learning area networks and professional associations and professional
learning communities.
School visits to broaden professional understanding and expand Professional Learning
Networks (PLNs) beyond our local area.

Staff make excellent use of digital media to develop professionally and build professional learning
networks (e.g. Twitter, Facebook), staff are encouraged to maintain a professional blog.
Many staff also participated in Professional Association learning times and Teach Meets either
through attending or more often, through presenting. Many of these sessions are Professional
Development for teachers, by teachers. These events are free and participants are encouraged to
facilitate short sessions sharing the research and the positive impacts they have had with students.
There is a three year strategy to develop the capacity of NBCS Executive. Work continued on
embedding the ‘Professional Growth’ program taking Leaders through a coaching process to
develop their staff.
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7.
Teaching Staff Information Teacher Qualifications
In 2016, NBCS employed 95 full time or part time teachers, (94.7 fte) teaching staff. All teaching staff
have graduate qualifications from a higher education institution within Australia or overseas (as
recognised within the National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition guidelines).
Details of all teaching staff (as defined by the Institute of Teachers Act 2004) who are responsible for
delivering the curriculum in terms of the numbers in the following categories:
(i)  
95 have teacher education qualifications from a higher education institution within
Australia or as recognised within the National Office of Overseas Skills Recognition
(AEI-NOOSR) guidelines, or
(ii)  
0 have a bachelor degree from a higher education institution within Australia or one
recognized within the AEI-NOOSR guidelines but lacking formal teacher education
qualifications, or
(iii)  
0 do not have qualifications as described in (i) or (ii) but having relevant successful
teaching experience or appropriate knowledge relevant to the teaching context.
Such teachers must have been employed to ‘teach’ in NSW before 1 October 2004
(either on a permanent, casual or temporary basis), and as a ‘teacher’ during the last
five (5) years in a permanent, casual or temporary capacity.
8.
Workforce Composition
Full-time Teachers
75
Part-time Teachers
20
Total Teachers
95
Indigenous Staff
0
Male Teachers
43
Female Teachers
52
Non-Teachers
59
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9.

Student Attendance Rates for each Year level and the whole school

Overall 2016 Student Attendance Rate: 93.92%
Student Attendance 2016 by Grade
(%)
Kindergarten

93.57

Year 1

94.08

Year 2

92.82

Year 3

95.08

Year 4

93.63

Year 5

95.06

Year 6

93.03

Year 7

94.35

Year 8

92.55

Year 9

93.26

Year 10

93.13

Year 11

95.4

Year 12

95.04
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10.

Description of how the school manages student non-attendance

Attendance is checked every lesson – and automatically uploaded to school database software.
Summary data is produced daily.
Parents/Guardians are requested to contact the school if their child will be absent.
Parents/Guardians are contacted by phone, SMS or email if a student is absent without notification
or if there is uncertainty as to a student’s whereabouts.
Regular group mail-outs occur for any unexplained absences.
Mentors (Secondary) or Class Teachers (Primary) maintain close contact with families and monitor
attendance from a pastoral perspective.
In extreme cases of non-attendance, family interviews are arranged and legalities explained.
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11.

Retention of Year 10 to Year 12

Student Post Compulsory Education – Retention Rates
NBCS has for a number of years had post compulsory schooling retention rates at a level consistently
higher than national averages.
All Year 10 students in 2016 were eligible for RoSA. No student applied for RoSA.
Apparent Retention rates Year 10 to Year 12 (at NBCS or elsewhere):
2006
74%
2007
100%
2008
83%
2009
94%
2010
87%
2011
91%
2012
82%
2013
99%
2014
98.4%
2015
100%
2016
99.2%
Actual Retention Rates Year 10 to Year 12 (i.e. not including new additions to the grade)
2006 – 2007
89%
2007-2008
79%
2008- 2009
90%
2009-2010
92%
2010-2011
89%
2011-2012
86%
2012-2013
78%
2013-2014
76%
2014-2015
69%
2015-2016
86%
2016-2017
93.2%
12.
Post-school destinations
Student Post-School Destinations – 2016 Year 12 cohort
Intended Tertiary (Immediate & post-gap year)
81%
TAFE or college or workforce
19%
Of note, 21% of graduates received early entry places through UAC
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13.
Enrolment policies, including any prerequisites for continuing enrolment
Please note there has been no significant change in enrolment policies since the previous Annual
Report. NBCS does not cater for international students and does not have CRICOS approval.
Enrolment policies and profiles
NBCS was established to support Christian families in the nurture and education of their children.
Whilst existing to primarily support Christian families, NBCS has an open enrolment policy. A number
of factors are taken into consideration when enrolling students:
•  
•  
•  
•  
•  

Sibling status: family completion is a goal, provided NBCS can offer the required educational
setting
Local or regional K – 6 Christian schools
Overseas or interstate re-location
Time on waiting list: Date of application
School readiness: for Kindergarten (based on age and assessment).

Enrolment is dependent upon application and interview processes. The Principal, or delegate, will
make an assessment as to the likelihood of scholastic success for any given student making an
application for enrolment, based on a range of inter-connected factors: available resources; the
potential for allocating specific time to that student &/or the appropriateness of the school’s
curriculum to meet the needs of that child. NBCS endeavours to inform parents/guardians if a
prospective student has specific needs that, in the school’s understanding, would in all likelihood not
be able to adequately catered for in terms of the level of assistance expected or needed. This in
most cases is linked to the fact that an independent school will receive less money per child than for
the equivalent child in a Government school.
Students attending NBCS come from diverse localities. Bus services provide the means of transport
for most NBCS students.
The key drawing areas include:
Terrey Hills, Duffy’s Forest
St Ives, Wahroonga, Turramurra
Belrose to Chatswood

Narrabeen to Palm Beach
Ingleside & Elanora Heights
Pymble to Hornsby & Berowra

Direct buses also transport students from Seaforth, Ryde & Clareville.
Waiting List Exemption
The school reserves the right to exempt nominated families from any waiting list priority order, if in the
mind of the Principal, or delegate, that family has good cause for such exemption.
For example:
Minister of religion
Clearly supportive of the school ethos by way of demonstrated & active faith & on-going church
involvement
Family re-location
Family completion.
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Basis for Enrolment Priority
Siblings / Staff children
Chronological Application
Aim to keep gender ratio no greater than 45:55

Basis for Enrolment Exclusion
•   Northern Beaches Christian School reserves the right to exclude students from enrolment if
they have been refused entry at another school, or if they have been withdrawn from a
school pending exclusion, or if they have been asked to leave that school.
•   Northern Beaches Christian School reserves the right to exclude students from enrolment if
any parents/guardians are unable to assent to and sign all components of any application
forms.
•   Northern Beaches Christian School reserves the right to make a determination, with due
process, as to whether the school has the necessary human resources to cater for specific
needs.
•   Northern Beaches Christian School reserves the right to exclude students from enrolment
without specific explanation.
•   Northern Beaches Christian School reserves the right to exclude students from enrolment if in
the mind of the Principal, or delegate, the enrolment of that student has the potential to
create conflict at school or within the family.
•   Northern Beaches Christian School reserves the right to exclude students from enrolment if in
the mind of the Principal, or delegate, the school does not have the foreseeable ability to
provide a successful academic programme for that student.
The Principal, or delegate, will make an assessment as to the likelihood of scholastic success for any
given student making an application for enrolment, based on a range of inter-connected factors,
available resources, the potential for allocating specific time to that student &/or the
appropriateness of the school’s curriculum to meet the needs of that child.
Future Enrolments
A sequence of Information Evenings is held throughout the year – one per term. Attendance at
these is usually between 100 – 150 people. The overwhelming majority of interest comes as a direct
result of word-of-mouth encouragement. Information Evenings are deliberately structured in an
informal way, to allow prospective parents/guardians to meet some staff and get a feel for the
school’s operation and vision.
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14.
Characteristics of the student body
Students at NBCS come largely from English speaking families – but there is a growing group who
have arrived as migrants from South Africa. Those students are generally fluent in English, even if
Afrikaans is spoken at home. NBCS has some indigenous students. NBCS has only a very small
number of international students – students who have chosen to come to Australia for their study.

NBCS On-Campus students 2015
Male

Female

Total

Primary Indigenous

2

0

2

Primary Visa

9

8

17

Primary Other

247

175

422

Secondary Indigenous

4

1

5

Secondary Visa

13

12

25

Secondary Bridging Visa

0

0

0

Secondary Other

451

372

823

Notes for 2016: Numbers are based on full-time student head count excluding part-time
students.
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15.

School Policies: Summary for student welfare, discipline and complaints & grievances

Please note that the full text of any NBCS Policy document can be obtained by contacting the
School Office.
The following summarizes some key policies:
i. Student Welfare: Safe & Supportive Environment:
Northern Beaches Christian School takes its responsibility to provide a safe and supportive
environment very seriously. Perhaps the most often received parental feedback to the school would
be in this area – that parents/guardians frequently note how much their children willingly enjoy the
experience of coming to NBCS. Many children who have experienced difficult communities
elsewhere have commented on their experience of a calm and inclusive student community at
NBCS.
Care Management (Student Welfare & Discipline policies)
Northern Beaches Christian School aims to nurture positive self-esteem within students. NBCS also
aims to promote effective relationships within the context of a community. The focus of the school is
on positive relationships and ‘care management’.
Management Priorities
NBCS seeks to ensure that there is a coherent approach to care management across the school;
the program is managed and organised by appropriately qualified and experienced personnel and
that staff roles and responsibilities are allocated and documented clearly. The framework for
supporting students is predicated on a positive learning framework and growth mindset.
Policy Background: Care Management
The provisions of the NSW Education Reform Amendment Act (1995) state that corporal punishment
is not to be used in NSW Schools. Northern Beaches Christian School is in full accord with this Act.
Care Management
The Student Team program remains the central focus of Care Management at NBCS. Having one
teacher, the Student Team Leader, take global responsibility for the care and nurture of around 15
students has proved a very successful strategy, providing significant benefits in individual care and
management of students along with clear and open lines of communication between home and
school.
Parameters
All pastoral work within the school occurs within the framework of an ethos of care and a desire to
restore broken or fractured relationships. Sometimes Care Management calls for tough love or an
appropriate distancing in a relationship. Care Management is not confined to a list of responses
chosen to address certain behaviours. It embodies counsel, follow-up and on-going
encouragement. Staff seek to lead students to understand the importance of community and
relationships, and that what they do has an impact on the people and environment around them.
The bottom line behind any consequence for a student’s negative action or poor choice is to
respond within the context of constructive pastoral relationships.
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Anti-Harassment Strategies
Northern Beaches Christian School recognises the importance of a positive and supportive school
community to the learning process. Students are encouraged to respect all and be tolerant of
individual differences. NBCS seeks to provide a safe environment. That goal requires both clear
guidelines and a commitment from families to work with the school.
If the school is notified of an incident involving the harassment and intimidation of other persons,
either at school or to and from school, and if after investigation, we believe it to be a valid issue,
then NBCS will take specific action. It is the intention of NBCS to follow-up any notified concerns and
to bring matters to a point of resolution. Issues in relation to bullying are invariably subjective
because bullying is about power plays.
The school’s policy allows for the care management staff to make a determination about an
incident based on their researched impression. Care management staff will then institute a process
to resolve any issues relating to bullying should they decide that there is a matter to follow up. The
school follows a four-step process. Students involved in a clear case of harassment enter this process
at Step Two.
Anti-Harassment Protocol: Step One
An official note is made of the circumstance or complaint. If the teacher / executive investigating
the complaint is uncertain as to specific responsibility in the incident, then a student is deemed to be
on Step One of the strategy and a preliminary warning is conveyed.
Anti-Harassment Protocol: Step Two
If a complaint is lodged and after the investigation by a teacher or member of the Executive, it is
clear that one party is clearly engaged in actions or attitudes that would be perceived or received
as harassing, then the perpetrating student is placed on Step Two. Once a student has been
formally spoken to, then that student loses the right to discuss or raise the issue with any other student
from the school until further notice. From that point in time, any further action of harassment either
connected to the initial incident or in relation to another incident would immediately place that
student on a higher step. A student may be isolated from other students during any investigation
process. Resolution may involve a mediation session where any party involved may be present as
well as parents or guardians.
Anti-Harassment Protocol: Step Three
If a student chooses to ignore previous boundaries, or if they become involved in a separate
incident involving intimidation, harassment or bullying, then that student would be temporarily
suspended from class until the matter had been resolved. Step Three will be noted on the student’s
file. This resolution may well involve a joint interview with the two families concerned.
Anti-Harassment Protocol: Step Four
Any further incident would give the school cause to question whether continued enrolment is
beneficial.

ii. Complaints and Grievance Resolution Policies
From time to time concerns, complaints or grievances arise. It is appropriate practice to seek
resolution of any grievance at an immediate interpersonal level, avoiding any unnecessary
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escalation of conflict. To deal with these issues, NBCS has guidelines for dealing with complaints
promptly and effectively.
iii. Natural Justice and Procedural Fairness
Procedural fairness requires staff to ensure that at all times natural justice practices are adopted.
Natural justice and procedural fairness are taken to include opportunity to be heard, the absence of
bias and the swift handling of complaints. School administrators and teachers bear these principles
in mind in dealing with any complaints or allegations.
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16.
Priority areas for improvement as selected by the school including comments on the
achievements of priorities for the previous year.
At NBCS we firmly believe that individual improvement in learning outcomes for students, most
readily occurs when the student, parents and school are all working effectively together. In doing
this we are seeking to raise the bar of achievement, as we work together. During the second half of
2016, the NBCS Senior Leadership Team dedicated considerable time to working with an external
consultant on developing the next phases of our strategic operating plan.
There are four components for this strategic planning – and these form the core priorities for NBCS
into the next two years:
1.   Continued targeting of teacher excellence and improving academic outcomes
2.   Ensuring that the school community has a consistent experience of positive communications
and interactions
3.   Reviewing all strategies in connection student mental health and well-being (as we
recognise and respond to the common national trend for increased anxiety within children)
4.   Targeting consistent and effective learning interventions for all students
I would also like to make comment on one other area of student learning. All grades and stages are
evidently very well engaged in their learning. We are constantly informed by visitors that one aspect
of the school that immediately stands out to them is the pervasive high level of evident student
engagement into lessons. This again is very encouraging as it is very much a focus for every staff
member to not only fully engage their students, but to move them forward in their learning journey.
The program that I would like to especially mention is the Year 7 Unlimited course. As the NBCS
parent community would be aware, Year 7 is an entry point into NBCS for a large number of
students. Unlimited is a course that seeks to enable students to understand themselves as people,
and then move them towards highly creative and diverse response to areas of personal passion.
These student reflections (along with many more) were very encouraging to read:
I think that Unlimited is the best class anyone has ever invented. It is funny, when we are born
we are told to learn to stand up and speak but when we are older we are told to sit down
and shut up. Unlimited is the opposite. Instead of sitting in class listening to a teacher talk
about stuff you really don't want to hear, we are allowed to choose what to hear and take
hold of our own fate and learn how to be responsible for it.
The younger the person the better the ideas. This is what unlimited has taught me. Not many
people have the amazing opportunity that I have had this year. The ability to be able to
speak my mind is a privilege I have never experienced. Someone once said to me: "You are
a kid. You should be respectful and nothing more". Unlimited has changed the way I view the
world and the way I think. Thank you for making dreams reality!
Education into the future
Towards the end of 2016 there were a number of interesting national conversations about education
standards and Australia, in general. These were reflecting on Australia’s OECD PISA rankings, TIMMS
results and national NAPLAN patterns. From the perspective of someone listening to conversations, it
seemed to me that there are some key issues needing national focus.
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Primary
In 2016 we moved to stage-based pastoral care pods, breaking down the mental construct of
friendships coming from just one class. Students from different year groups now mix freely in the
playground and learning spaces, growing connections and relationships. Staff and students have
continued to flourish under the Positive Learning Framework commenced last year, with the addition
of the Bounce Back well-being and resilience program.
Further consolidation and extension of our literacy and numeracy programs resulted in strong
NAPLAN results. Our focus on rich, deep, purposeful learning involving adventure, creativity,
collaboration and agency in learning, has enhanced growth in basic skills.
Developments to the learning spaces in the Primary precinct have further strengthened the stagebased approach. The four Stage 2 learning spaces are connected and are now known as The
Plaza. Stage 1 relocated to the Hub, centred around the Living Room, a shared community space
for Stage 1 classes. The Primary learning community is flourishing, foundational relationships and
basic skills are strong. These pave the way to unleash learning, stimulating and exciting an irresistible
culture to always learn.
Secondary
As we reflect on the journey in Secondary this year this quote from a Year 7 student springs to mind,
“Success shouldn’t be what others think is correct - it is when you feel you have reached your goal
and know you have done the best you can do.” As we continue to seek to grow a culture to
‘always learn’ we believe when students can own their learning and reflect on that, as this student
has, the progressive attitude towards learning permeates everything we do. This has been clearly
evident throughout Secondary this year from Year 7 through to Year 12 in both the classroom
learning and beyond. ‘Always Learning’ is embedded in all we do from the Student Opportunity
Week Programs to our Student Team focus, in and beyond the curriculum and the extra-curricular
programs designed to enrich, grow and shape our students into well rounded leaders within our
community.
Stage 4
Our Student Team Leaders have endeavoured to develop well-rounded and confident individuals,
ready to navigate this life-stage.
Three highlights from our year included:
•  
•  
•  

‘Others First’ Program - a term based program in which students were involved in serving
others in our school community and the broader community outside of NBCS
Enrichment Opportunities - da Vinci Decathlon, debating, Theatresports competition and
AIM enrichment
Community building events for both Year 7 & Year 8

Goals for Stage 4 in 2017 include:
•  
•  

Developing identity and a sense of belonging within the NBCS Community
Strengthening peer relationships and dealing with conflict and forgiveness
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Stage 5
The students in Stage 5 have thrived under opportunities for problem–based learning and design
thinking. They actively showcased their talents through Performing Arts, Creative Arts and Sport. In
the Duke of Edinburgh program, six students completed their Bronze Awards in 2016 and one student
completed the Silver Award.
The feedback from employers following Work Experience week reflected the initiative, problemsolving capacity and independence of our students. In addition, 51 students took the opportunity to
participate in the Vocational Assessment program to guide future career aspirations.
To help students navigate adolescence, a number of issues were addressed, including bullying,
appropriate use of technology and personal relationships. Students attended a Drug and Alcohol
Seminar, provoking much constructive discussion in Student Teams the following week.
Three key highlights from our year included:
•  
•  
•  

Students proving successful in both the ‘Just Start it’ business venture, and ‘International
RoboCup’ robotics competitions
Year 9 (Luna Park) and Year 10 (Formal Celebration) community events
8 students participating in a French Exchange program

Stage 6
Stage 6 students have been involved in a range of projects and activities to grow our community
and strengthen their learning throughout 2016. Students have demonstrated passion, enthusiasm
and determination in their studies throughout Stage 6, as they prepare both for examinations and
further studies beyond their time at NBCS.
Safe driving has also been a focus for our Stage 6 Community. The Year 11 cohort attended the
HART RYDA Safe Driver Training Day and were challenged in their attitudes and understanding
across a broad range of driving scenarios. In Term 4, the inaugural NBCS Provisional Driving Short Film
Festival was held, with students creating a short film based around a Provisional Driver statistic. What
a creative bunch of storytellers we have in Stage 6!
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17.

Actions undertaken by the school to promote respect and responsibility.

Respect and Responsibility
NBCS promotes respect and responsibility in a variety of ways.
Code of Conduct
Students are to respect:
•   Their relationships with others
•   All boundaries or policies set by the school community
•   The learning process
Community Service
NBCS supports community service via:
•   Peer Support Program K – 6
•   Leadership Program Year 6
•   Leadership Program Year 9 – 12
•   SRC
•   NBCS Challenge
•   Duke of Edinburgh Award Scheme
•   World Vision fundraising
•   Global Opportunities team involvement
Curriculum
Civics and citizenship is a focus of all primary HSIE units, especially those investigating Australian
government. Civics and citizenship is a focus of a number of Secondary HSIE units.

Seminar Sessions
NBCS holds regular seminars for the community on topics that will help parents/guardians, but also
promote pro-social choices by the students. Examples of these would include the ‘cyber safety
session for students and parents; drug education seminars involving parents and students together.
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18.

Parent, student and teacher satisfaction

Community Satisfaction
NBCS seeks feedback from its community in a variety of ways. These include tracking informal or
formal communication to the school, as well as conducting a range of surveys on a cyclic basis to
gauge community satisfaction.
In 2016, NBCS participated in the Embedding Excellence surveys run by the AIS, which includes a
parent survey with Progressive, Caring and Innovative being the most cited words regarding
culture. With a response of 287 participants, A culture that promotes learning, School-Community
Partnerships and Effective Pedagogical Practice all rated highly.
i. Staff Satisfaction: Feedback
In November 2016, an externally run staff engagement survey was run by the AIS as part of the
Embedding Excellence program, with approximately one-third of staff choosing to
participate. Results were promising with Caring, Innovative, Relational being the most repeated
themes for culture description. Just some highlights include high ratings for ‘school-community
partnerships’ (80%), ‘a high priority on student wellbeing’ (94%) and level of collaboration (90%).
Over 75% respondents indicated they have been given opportunities to grow their role in the
school. Areas of improvement cited from previous year include communication, working spaces
and Professional Development. Themes for focus include continued improvement in
communication and extending use of data.
Internal Professional PD continues to be targeted to professional needs, with focus and choice
around programs aligned to school focus.
Staff retention in 2016 was high – retention was 88%, excluding end of contracts. The majority of
moves were for promotion, re-location (Sydney house prices!), retirement or study. NBCS was also
able to retain a significant number of employees whose temporary contracts finished eg. due to
maternity leave returns via permanent appointments, extending contracts or retaining as casual,
continuing the employment relationship and potential future possibilities for using this talent pool.
On the recruitment side, NBCS continues to attract high-calibre candidates due to the strength of
external reputation and recommendation.
ii. Parent Satisfaction: Community Feedback Routines
Parents are invited to provide feedback in a variety of ways. Parents are welcome to send emails
providing comments and suggestions or raise concerns with any member of staff. All parents are
strongly encouraged to actively participate in the life of the school through:
•   Attending meet-the-teacher evenings
•   Attending scheduled or informal student progress meetings
•   Attending Parent and Community topic seminars for parents
•   Responding to surveys on different topics
iii. Student Satisfaction
NBCS uses a range of indicators to assess student participation, satisfaction, viewpoints and
perspective. In 2016, these included formal surveys designed to provide feedback on the
effectiveness of learning within a classroom. Students undertake formal surveys upon exit from the
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school and at the end of major course times. This data is analysed and disseminated back to the
parents. Student surveying has indicated that students are overwhelmingly positive in a range of
areas. Students readily feel that NBCS is a great place to learn and indicate that they perceive
NBCS to be a ‘good school’ and that they confidently feel safe and secure at school.
Additionally, the number of students voluntarily involving themselves in formal leadership programs is
very high. NBCS requires students to approach student leadership as though applying for a job. They
have to submit a formal Application; attend a series of interviews; address the student body formally
and agree to adhere to an established high standard of personal values and ethics while a student
leader. The encouraging outcome is that after all of this process, so many students are willing to
commit to such rigorous high public leadership and standards.
Student Leadership
Student Leadership programs are now well entrenched into school culture each year. There is an
annual consistency in the calibre and number of students enlisting their services in active leadership.

Yr 6
Yr 11
Yr 12

2005
16
19
19

2006
16
29
19

2007
16
34
29

2008
16
19
32

2009
16
19
22

2010
16
30
24

2011
16
24
30

2012
16
20
24

2013
20
24
25

2014
26
22
24

2015
28
19
22

2016
28
20
28

Parental and Community Engagement
There have been a number of occasions this year in which the parent and wider community have
participated. Among a diverse range of opportunities, these include:
All Year Round
Parent Prayer Group
Regular Parent Involvement Briefings
School Tours
Term 1
Meet the Teacher events
Swimming Carnivals
Cross Country Carnivals
Term 2
A conversation evening around the senior years at NBCS
Grandparents & Friends Day
Term 3
Student Progress Meetings
Empowering Boys Seminar
Showcase: 10,000 Stories
Fathers’ Day Breakfast
Term 4
Film Event: Most Likely to Succeed
Student Progress Meetings
GO Rwanda Team Preparation Meetings
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19.

Financial Information taken from the 2016 NBCS Financial Questionnaire

Finance
2016 Summary of Financial Information
Alan Schultz, General Manager

Income
Northern Beaches Christian School receives most of its income from tuition fees and Government
grants. The contribution of various sources to 2016 income is shown below:
RECURRENT INCOME
SCHOOL FEES

50.1%

$13,150,568.34

OTHER RELATED FEE INCOME

2.5%

$645,581.54

PRIVATE INCOME

1.7%

$440,849.84

STATE GOVERNMENT RECURRENT GRANTS

12.4%

$3,246,073.39

COMMONWEALTH GOVERNMENT RECURRENT GRANTS

33.3%

$8,747,252.69

1.4%

$367,797.41

INCOME FROM TRADING ACTIVITIES
TOTAL RECURRENT INCOME

$26,230,325.80

TOTAL CAPITAL INCOME

0.1%

TOTAL INCOME

$16,339.80
$26,246,665.60

INCOME	
  FROM	
  
TRADING	
  
ACTIVITIES
1%

COMMONWEALTH	
  
GOVERNMENT	
  
RECURRENT	
  
GRANTS
33%

INCOME	
  
TOTAL	
  CAPITAL	
  
INCOME
0%

SCHOOL	
  FEES
49%

STATE	
  
GOVERNMENT	
  
RECURRENT	
  
GRANTS
12% PRIVATE	
  INCOME
2%

OTHER	
  RELATED	
  FEE	
  INCOME
3%
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Expenses
The 2016 expenditure breakdown by category is shown below:
The largest expense area is salaries and associated personnel costs (61%). Finance costs are primarily
interest payments on bank loans that have been taken out for the construction of our buildings. A
significant component of administration expenses is the computer network infrastructure, including a
high-speed broadband internet connection.

RECURRENT EXPENDITURE
SALARIES AND WAGES

55%

$12,267,047.24

6%

$1,378,294.65

17%

$3,855,192.31

PROPERTY AND BUILDING EXPENSES

9%

$2,062,962.31

INTEREST EXPENSES

1%

$183,608.04

DEPRECIATION AND AMORTISATION

9%

$1,910,729.95

EXPENDITURE FROM TRADING ACTIVITIES

2%

$370,654.69

BAD DEBTS

0%

$(6,463.54)

SALARY RELATED EXPENSES
OFFICE AND ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES

TOTAL RECURRENT EXPENDITURE

$22,022,025.65

CAPITAL EXPENDITURE

1%

TOTAL EXPENDITURE

$269,491.00
$22,291,516.65

The expense areas are compared below:

EXPENDITURE	
  FROM	
  
TRADING	
  ACTIVITIES
2%
DEPRECIATION	
  AND	
  
AMORTISATION
9%
INTEREST	
  EXPENSES
1%

EXPENDITURE	
  
BAD	
  DEBTS
0%

CAPITAL	
  
EXPENDITURE
1%

PROPERTY	
  AND	
  BUILDING	
  
EXPENSES
9%
OFFICE	
  AND	
  
ADMINISTRATIVE	
  
EXPENSES
17%
SALARY	
  RELATED	
  
EXPENSES
6%

SALARIES	
  AND	
  
WAGES
55%

Note: the information contained on this report is extracted from the 2016 NBCS financial
questionnaire.
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